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‘The hawk with talent hides its talons’.
Japanese proverb.
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Price / Yield
/ Spread

Change
1 week

Index QTD
return

Index YTD
return

US Treasury 10 year

3.30%

11 bps

-2.1%

-11.1%

German Bund 10 year

1.68%

15 bps

-2.0%

-13.0%

UK Gilt 10 year

3.09%

17 bps

-8.9%

-22.3%

Japan 10 year

0.25%

1 bps

1.4%

-3.2%

Global Investment Grade

159 bps

-4 bps

-0.8%

-13.7%

Euro Investment Grade

192 bps

-8 bps

-0.1%

-12.3%

David Oliphant

US Investment Grade

147 bps

-3 bps

-0.9%

-14.7%

Macro / Government bonds,
Investment Grade Credit

UK Investment Grade

164 bps

-2 bps

-5.2%

-16.9%

Asia Investment Grade

224 bps

2 bps

-0.8%

-9.0%

Euro High Yield

555 bps

-32 bps

3.8%

-11.9%

Angelina Chueh

US High Yield

457 bps

-49 bps

4.7%

-10.0%

Euro High Yield Credit

Asia High Yield

939 bps

-8 bps

0.0%

-19.2%

EM Sovereign

413 bps

-18 bps

2.0%

-17.2%

6.9%

2 bps

0.4%

-14.2%

377 bps

-8 bps

0.9%

-13.2%

3.4%

6 bps

-0.5%

-9.4%

Chris Jorel

EM Local

US High Yield Credit,
US Leveraged Loans

EM Corporate
Bloomberg Barclays US Munis

4.7%

11 bps

-2.5%

-18.2%

Bloomberg Barclays US MBS

48 bps

7 bps

-1.4%

-10.1%

Bloomberg Commodity Index

257.47

-0.4%

1.7%

20.5%

Kris Moreton

EUR

1.0140

0.9%

-4.2%

-11.7%

Structured Credit

JPY

142.76

-1.6%

-4.7%

-19.2%

GBP

1.1674

0.7%

-4.8%

-14.4%

Laura Reardon
Emerging Markets

Justin Ong

Taxable Munis

Source: Bloomberg, Merrill Lynch, as at 9 September 2022.
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Table of the week: Euro interest rate expectations – Next 3 years
Charlotte Edwards
Responsible Investments

Jake Lunness
Commodities
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Today’s rate
3-months
6 months
12 months
24 months
36 months

0.75%
2.37%
3.01%
3.10%
2.86%
2.78%

Source: Bloomberg Columbia Threadneedle Investments, as at 12 September 2022.
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Macro / government bonds
The sell-off continues. Government bond yields continue to rise as 2022 looks set to be the
worse year for total returns in decades. The week was also characterised by central bankers
seemingly competing to be seen as the most hawkish about the direction of interest rates. This
rhetoric is some distance from what was being said or forecast only a year ago.
It was also a week punctuated by a ‘full on’ 75bps tightening in European interest rates, the
largest single move in the European Central Bank’s history. The ECB is playing catch-up with
fellow central banks and (as mentioned) with its own previously dovish outlook. We can expect
more hikes to come (see ‘Table of the week’), perhaps even another 75bps move in
November. The ECB also upgraded inflation forecasts especially in the near term. Furthermore,
it has also suspended a ‘two tier’ system (which was really needed when rates were negative)
and stated that bank deposits as well as government deposits would be remunerated at the
deposit rate (75bps). This reduces the attractiveness of German paper for government
institutions, which added to the sell-off at front end of the German yield curve, and tightened
swap and peripheral government bonds spreads.
The US looks set for another 0.75% hike later this month as Chair Powell continued to underline
the US Federal Reserve’s commitment to tackle inflation in a speech last week. The US has
seen a fairly material tightening in monetary conditions this year. Firstly, interest rates
themselves have risen four times so far and by 225bps. Mortgage rates have followed suit with
30-year Freddie Mac borrowing costs at around 5.9%; these are the highest housing borrowing
costs since the Global Financial Crisis. For companies, corporate borrowing costs have also
skyrocketed as government bond yields have risen and spreads have widened. Meanwhile, with
the US dollar at parity to the euro, the squeeze on exporters continues. However, if the Fed is
looking for signs that tighter policy conditions is slowing the economy and leading to layoffs the
weekly jobless claims data has not played ball. Weekly claims have actually been on a declining
trend these past few weeks.
As we mentioned last week, in terms of underperformance, the UK takes some beating. Gilt
yields have risen by 2% this year, interest rates are expected to ‘top-out’ at over 4% next year
(from 1.75% today) and sterling has collapsed with several forecasters talking about parity to
the US dollar this year as a target. To assist the beleaguered UK consumer, newly appointed
Prime Minister Truss delivered on her promise to help pay energy bills, with a £2,500 cap for the
next 24 months.

Investment grade credit
Credit spreads were a little better / tighter last week. After widening from mid-August, spreads
have found support, albeit against a background of heavy new issuance, poor liquidity
conditions and outflows from the market.
At the margin, and after considerable underperformance, it was the euro market that performed
best, aided no doubt by a sharp tightening in swap spreads (see comment above in the Macro /
government bonds section). We continue to view euro IG spreads as the most attractive
globally. Interestingly, while US dollar spreads are close to their long-term average, their euro
denominated cousins spreads have widened by double the amount (in percent terms) and are
around one standard deviation cheap historically.
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High yield credit & leveraged loans
High yield bond spreads retraced the prior week’s widening amid widely anticipated hawkish
Fed rhetoric and a slow start for the supply calendar. The ICE BofA US HY CP Constrained
Index returned 1.37% and spreads were 49bps tighter over the week. According to Lipper, high
yield retail funds reported a $2.2bn outflow with nearly $12bn withdrawn over the previous three
weeks. The supply calendar is expected to increase in upcoming weeks after producing only
$1.5bn of issuance thus far in September. Meanwhile, the steady decline in leveraged loan
prices since mid-August subsided this week amid positive economic data and hawkish central
bank language. The average price of the J.P. Morgan Leveraged Loan Index declined $0.06 to
$94.34. Loan retail fund flows totalled -$770m over the week.
It was a firm week for European High Yield (EHY) as the index spread tightened in 32bps to
555bps and yields fell 0.11% to 7.36%. EHY returned 0.49% with CCCs outperforming higher
rated credits. Outflows slowed down and were mainly from managed accounts as ETFs
experienced buying demand with prices moving to a premium of ½ point by the end of the week.
It was overall a constructive market with stronger buying coming through. Although this was
largely led by ETFs, some real money buying started to come through by Friday. Corporate
primary market was still closed but talk has picked up regarding new issuance given the backlog
of potential deals (some waiting since the end of 2021).
In credit rating moves, Moody’s downgraded AMS-Osram, light technology firm, from Ba3 to B1
citing “slower than expected achievement in margin improvement and related high leverage for
a prolonged period following the acquisition of Osram.” S&P and Fitch are still maintaining their
BB- rating, for now.
In M&A news, Paprec, the recycling and waste management company, announced the
acquisition of the French metal recycler Menut, which has 16 sites in the country.
On inflation and rising costs, Lufthansa released some details on the pay increases with talk
that pilots will get a €980 increase in two stages. Other aspects are still being negotiated but
with an agreement that there will not be any further actions until June 2023.

Structured credit
It was a tough week for the mortgage sector with returns down 1.07%. Duration-sensitive assets
struggled generally as rates bear steepened on ISM services numbers. The overall trend for
spreads has been wider in sympathy with risk assets. That trend saw some reversal last week
alongside IG and HY corporates. Gross and net supply in Agency MBS continues to drop on
lower purchase activity and cash-out refis. Bank demand has also cooled as deposit growth
slows. In Non-Agency, performance continues to be strong, however, mortgage rates in the
+6% camp creates some headwinds for fundamentals. CMBS spreads have been relatively flat.
In ABS, market appetite has been surprisingly strong, allowing for good execution levels to exit
positions where fundamental performance is showing early signs of deterioration (ie, unsecured
consumer consolidation loans).

Asian credit
The Indonesian government has raised the price of subsidised fuel (Pertalite gasoline, diesel)
by more than 30% to reduce the country’s subsidy burden. The price of the non-subsidised
Pertamax gasoline was also raised by 16%. The fuel price hike is generally positive for the
fundamental operations of Pertamina given the scope for lower receivables and better cash flow
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generation. However, the higher inflationary pressure and the risk of lower economic growth
could weigh on Pertamina given its strong linkage with the sovereign.
The tower company, edotco Group, which is 63% owned by Axiata Group is reportedly looking
to raise as much as $600m through share sales. The share sales would be positive for edotco,
which together with Edge Point Infrastructure in April 2022, announced the joint acquisition of
tower assets from PLDT (Philippines) for $1.4bn. Axiata Group’s leverage, with a net
debt/EBITDA of 2.5x at June 2022 (Q4, 2021: 2x) has risen due to M&A. Management expects
the merger between Axiata Group’s wholly owned Celcom (mobile telecom business in
Malaysia) with Digi (49%-owned by Telenor) to be completed in H2, 2022.
In the Chinese property sector, several property developers have faced winding-up petitions:
Sunac Evergrande, Yango Justice, Fantasia and Sinic. These winding-up petitions are likely
targeted to force the property developers to speed up and improve their restructuring proposals
for offshore creditors. The latest winding-up petition was made against Sunac by a bondholder
(Chen Huaijun), and the court hearing will be held in November 2022. Typically, the court
hearing process is protracted as seen with the petition made against Evergrande. During the
first hearing on the winding-up petition against Evergrande, the Hong Kong judge said that an
immediate liquidation (as requested by the petitioner) would disrupt Evergrande’s ongoing
efforts to work out a restructuring proposal for all offshore creditors. The next hearing has been
adjourned to late November 2022 and Evergrande is reportedly aiming to present a more
detailed restructuring plan by then.

Emerging markets
The EMBI index rallied 0.5% on the week led by gains in Ecuador and Ghana, with distressed
names such as Pakistan, Zambia and Lebanon weighing on returns.
In Colombia, the government will begin to reduce fuel subsidiaries to reduce the strain on the
nation’s fiscal deficit. The subsidies on gasoline and diesel would have costed approximately
2.5% of GDP this year. The government will also look to enforce more controls on the taxation
of fuel companies.
In Egypt, inflation rose to 14.6% y/y in August with food rising 23.1% m/m. Inflation may be
close to peaking following the rapid rises in food and energy costs alongside the devaluation of
the Egyptian pound. Elsewhere, August CPI printed at 2.5% for China, 8.7% for Mexico and
80.2% for Turkey.
In central bank news we had rates hikes from Poland (+25bps), Chile (+100bps), Malaysia
(+50bps), Serbia (+50bps) and Peru (+25bps).

Commodities
The BCOM index delivered a slight negative return driven by losses in US natural gas. Prices
declined 9.1% on the week as a result of milder weather in the US Northeast, while the rest of
the energy complex was flat on the week.
Industrial metals delivered a positive return as nickel rallied 12%, prices were supported by
supply concerns alongside the weaker US dollar following the ECB’s 75bps rate hike.
Elsewhere, copper prices rallied 4% following the news of China’s copper imports rising 26% y/y
in August. China has been ramping up technology and green based infrastructure projects and
are the top consumer and importer of copper.
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Summary of fixed income asset allocation views (as at 12 September
2022)
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Important information: For use by Professional and/or Qualified Investors only (not to be used with or passed on to retail clients). Source for
all data and information is Bloomberg as at 12.09.2022, unless otherwise stated.
This material in this publication is for information only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an order to buy or sell any securities or
other financial instruments to anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer is not authorised, or to provide investment advice or services.
Offerings may be made only on the basis of the information disclosed in the relevant offering documents and the terms and conditions under the
relevant application forms. Investment involves risk. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to this material. Please refer to the relevant
offering documents for details and the risk factors. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of investments and any
income is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up and may be affected by exchange rate fluctuations. This means that an investor may
not get back the amount invested. The analysis included in this publication has been produced by Columbia Threadneedle Investments for its
own investment management activities, may have been acted upon prior to publication and is made available here incidentally. Any opinions
expressed are made as at the date of publication but are subject to change without notice and should not be seen as investment advice.
Information obtained from external sources is believed to be reliable but its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. The mention of
any specific shares or bonds should not be taken as a recommendation to deal. This document includes forward looking statements, including
projections of future economic and financial conditions. None of Columbia Threadneedle Investments, its directors, officers or employees make
any representation, warranty, guarantee, or other assurance that any of these forward looking statements will prove to be accurate. This
document may not be reproduced in any form or passed on to any third party in whole or in parts without the express written permission of
Columbia Threadneedle Investments. This document is not investment, legal, tax, or accounting advice. Investors should consult with their own
professional advisors for advice on any investment, legal, tax, or accounting issues relating an investment with Columbia Threadneedle
Investments. This document and its contents have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority.
Issued by Threadneedle Investments Singapore (Pte.) Limited [“TIS”], ARBN 600 027 414. TIS is exempt from the requirement to hold an
Australian financial services licence under the Corporations Act and relies on Class Order 03/1102 in marketing and providing financial services
to Australian wholesale clients as defined in Section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. TIS is regulated in Singapore (Registration number:
201101559W) by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289), which differ from Australian laws.
Issue by Threadneedle Investments Singapore (Pte.) Limited, Winsland House 1, Singapore 239519, which is regulated in Singapore by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore under the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289). Registration number: 201101559W. This advertisement
has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Issued by Threadneedle Portfolio Services Hong Kong Limited 天利投資管理
香港有限公司. Unit 3004, Two Exchange Square, 8 Connaught Place, Hong Kong, which is licensed by the Securities and Futures
Commission (“SFC”) to conduct Type 1 regulated activities (CE:AQA779). Registered in Hong Kong under the Companies Ordinance (Chapter
622), No. 1173058. Issued by Threadneedle Asset Management Limited (TAML). Registered in England and Wales, Registered No. 573204,
Cannon Place, 78 Cannon Street, London EC4N 6AG, United Kingdom. Authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.
In Japan: Issued by Columbia Threadneedle Investments Japan Co., Ltd. Financial Instruments Business Operator, The Director-General of
Kanto Local Finance Bureau (FIBO) No.3281, and a member of Japan Investment Advisers Association. This document is distributed by
Columbia Threadneedle Investments (ME) Limited, which is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA). For Distributors: This
document is intended to provide distributors with information about Group products and services and is not for further distribution. For Institutional
Clients: The information in this document is not intended as financial advice and is only intended for persons with appropriate investment
knowledge and who meet the regulatory criteria to be classified as a Professional Client or Marketing Counterparties and no other Person should
act upon it. Columbia Threadneedle Investments is the global brand name of the Columbia and Threadneedle group of companies.
columbiathreadneedle.com
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